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“It is only evident that unless the flow of donations is regularly maintained by means
of generous and continual support by all the believers, individually and collectively,
the National Fund will never be able to meet the needs and requirements of the
Cause, particularly in these days when the national activities of the American
believers are assuming such wide and increasing proportions.”

— Shoghi Effendi, February 3, 1941
Why are funds so critical to meeting the needs of growth?

Universal Participation

National Fund
Goal

The hearts and prayers of the entire staﬀ of the Oﬃce of the Treasurer are
extended to all those who have been aﬀected directly and indirectly by the
current global challenges. Amid this tumult, we witness daily with increasing
gratitude the humbling sacrifices of the friends who rise in greater numbers
than ever before to assure the work of His Cause goes forward unimpeded.
With an eye on meeting the Fund goal set by our beloved National Spiritual
Assembly, we invite the friends to embark on a special initiative aimed at
pursuing that goal. With increased vigor and an ever mindful spiritual
energy we become the drops feeding a mighty flowing river that carries
forward the vital work of our Faith. Please join us in this unified eﬀort
toward universal participation to raise the number of contributions to meet
this year's Fund goal! As the Universal House of Justice reminds us, “the
unity of the friends in sacrifice draws upon them the confirmations of the Blessed
Beauty.”

$40M

Ridván 2020

$30.8M
Contributed
as of
03/15/20

Amount Needed
Amount Contributed

US Bahá’í Archives Renovation Fund:

Shrine of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá Fund:

$109,852.83

$5.2M

As of March 15, 2020

As of March 15, 2020

The Bahá’í National Center staff are presently working remotely. Under these circumstances, the Office of
the Treasurer encourages the friends to take advantage of the Online Contribution System to make their
contributions. While checks are always gratefully accepted, they present a challenge at this time.

